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Abstract 
We present the processes and results of a numerical investigation of the bismuth unloading solidi-
fication by a graded density impactor, and demonstrate that the physical process may be realized 
due to bismuth abnormal melting characteristics. A more reasonable high-pressure solid equation 
of state of the fifth phase bismuth is introduced in our calculation and one type of graded density 
impactor made of 15 compositions of Mg-Cu material system is given in this paper. We detailedly 
investigate one possible proposed approach to achieve the unloading solidification physical pro- 
cess, and our numerical analysis on the thermodynamic state, the unloading path and the phase 
transformations. 
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1. Introduction 
Bismuth in the solid state has many kinds of metal states. It is at a low pressure and temperature range of mem-
ory in a series of multi physiognomy phase transition. Bismuth in the impact dynamics of this feature has caused 
widespread concern of researchers. Many scientists on the shock induced phase transition of bismuth carried out 
a large number of theoretical and experimental researches. Bridgman [1] first measured bismuth’s static pressure 
data, and then the static pressure measurement data obtained by other subsequent scientists [2]-[4] are in good 
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agreement with the Bridgman’s. Duff [5] and his collaborators first studied the shock induced phase transition of 
bismuth. They used two kinds of techniques of explosive load and electrical probe measurement speed, observed 
bismuth’s phase transition from the solid phase I to solid phase II in the experiment, but the phase transition 
pressure is about 0.25 GPa higher than the static pressure. In addition, they failed to observe the transition of 
bismuth from solid phase I to liquid phase. Larson [6] used a kind of quartz probe velocimetry to study the 
shock induced phase transition of bismuth from the solid phase I to solid phase II, and obtained good agreement 
with the static high-pressure phase transition pressure. Asay [7] [8] obtained a higher resolution waveform pro- 
file in the light gas gun experiment by applying the VISAR technology than Larson, and he studied the two 
kinds of phase transition of bismuth from solid phase I to solid phase II and solid phase I to liquid phase more 
completely, and the measured phase transition pressure of bismuth from solid phase I to solid phase II is consis-
tent with the result of Larson and the measured static pressure. The temperature-pressure phase diagram of bis- 
muth has been the subject of many studies, which will undoubtedly continue [9] [10]. The slope of the melting 
curve below 1.7 GPa is less than zero, and this abnormal melting character will result in the possibility of the 
resolidification under unloading. Streitz [11] succeeded in the investigation of bismuth resolidifying from a 
molten sample to a high pressure solid state by applying the isentropic compression profiles of the graded den- 
sity impactor (GDI). A schematic phase diagram of bismuth with an isentropic displays the pathway of resolidi-
fication in Figure 1. A solid bismuth system is heated and melted to point A; the liquid is then compressed 
along its isentropic to point B; the fusion heat contained in the system is released as it undergoes a first-order 
phase transition until C, from which the solid bismuth is isentropically compressed to its final state D. 

We are motivated by the interesting investigation of the unloading solidification of bismuth by using a GDI 
due to bismuth abnormal melting characteristic, and try to find one possible approach to achieve the physical 
processes. From the Figure 1, we can see that the abnormal melting curve of the bismuth is very limited in the 
low-pressure section (E → F). To our knowledge, whether it is in numerical or in experimental studies has not 
been reported in the literature. In this paper, we first give how the physical process is achieved numerically. 
Considering the abnormal feature of melting curve, one possible approach is proposed to realize the physical 
process, which is the impact loading and unloading to melting of solid phase bismuth and subsequent unloading 
solidification in liquid region. As the GDI’s features, such as the loading speed, etc., may affect the unloading 
path of bismuth in the liquid region, in order to achieve the unloading solidification of bismuth in the liquid 
region, we must carefully design the physical model. For achieving the research we developed a one-dimen- 
sional elastic-plastic fluid dynamics program, which includes the calculation of phase transformation kinetics.  

2. Improved High-Pressure Solid Equation of State 
The bismuth equation of state (EOS) in this paper contains five solid phases and a liquid phase. According to the 
Johnson’s research [12], the Helmholtz free energy of i-phase is written as: 

( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0, 1 logi i Vi i i i i i i i i i i i i iF T C T T b v T T T F T T S P v hε ε ε ε = − + + + − − + +         (1) 

 

 
Figure 1. A schematic phase diagram of bismuth with an is- 
entrope pathway to resolidification.                        
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0iT  and 0iP  are the reference temperature and pressure of the i-phase. 0iv , 0iF  and 0iS  are respectively 
the specific volume, Helmholtz free energy constant and entropy constant. cvi is the specific heat at constant vo-
lume. 01i i iv vε ≡ −  is the volume strain. ih  is a function of iε , and has the following three different forms: 

(a) When the isothermal bulk modulus 0iK  is constant,  
( ) ( ) ( )0 0 1 log 1i i i i i i ih K vε ε ε ε = − − +                               (2) 

(b) When the isothermal bulk modulus is a linear function of pressure  
( ) ( )0 0i i i iT

v p v K n p p− ∂ ∂ = + −  

where n is non- dimensional constant; 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 11
0 0 1 1 1 1n

i i i i i ih K v n n nε ε ε
−− = − − − − × −                            (3) 

(c) For Solid phase I,  
( ) 2 2

0 0 1 21 2 1 3 1 4i i i i i i ih K v a aε ε ε ε = + +   

parameter a1, a2, and K0i can be obtained from Hugoniot date. 
For solid phase II, III, IV, the isothermal bulk modulus is assumed to be constant, and the EOS parameters 

can be obtained from reference [12] [13]. For solid phase V, this assumption is not appropriate at high pressure, 
so we consider the isothermal bulk modulus is a linear function of pressure, and EOS parameter is chosen so that 
the phase boundary between solid phase V and liquid phase can reproduce the Pelissier melting curve [14]. 
Therefore a more reasonable high-pressure solid phase V EOS is introduced in our calculation. The EOS para-
meter is shown in Table 1, and the calculated temperature and pressure phase diagram is shown in Figure 2. 

 

 
Figure 2. A schematic phase diagram of bismuth in our calcula- 
tion, include five solid phases and a liquid phase situations.        

 
Table 1. Phase parameters of equation of state of bismuth in our calculation.                            

Phase Solid 1 Solid 2 Solid 3 Solid 4 Solid 5 Liquid 

0F  (Mbar⋅cm3/g) × 10‒6 0.0 74.70 192.9 193.0 410.2 -99.33 

0S  (Mbar⋅cm3/gK) × 10‒6 0.0 0.6984 0.7253 0.7730 0.8003 1.6300 

0T  (K) 300 456 456 456 447 544 

0P  (Mbar) 0 0.017 0.017 0.017 0.0526 0 

0v  (cm3/g) 0.102041 0.093217 0.088247 0.088237 0.082874 0.099597 

VC  (Mbar⋅cm3/gK) × 10‒6 1.226 1.200 0.84 0.84 1.080 1.330 

b  (g/cm3) 10.25 20.0 36 36 23 19.2 

0K  (Mbar) 0.3217 0.602 0.7525 0.7525 0.7826 0.25 

1a  3.5 − − − − − 

2a  8.499 − − − − − 

n  − − − − 3.9 5.8 
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3. Results and Analysis 
A configuration of the light gas gun experiment device may used to be achieved the physical process, which is 
shown in Figure 3. The layered impactor may increase the flexibility in designing applied-pressure profiles 
through various combinations of shock, quasi-isentropic compression, controlled release, and constant pressure. 
Therefore they can remove some significant constraints on the thermodynamic path. The evolution of the pres-
sure experienced by the target materials can be “tailored” by appropriately designing the density profile, thick-
ness, or rather the shock impedance profile of the impactor, but it is very difficult to achieve this goal by using 
homogeneous impedance impactor in a single experiment. The particle velocity profiles of target materials can 
be measured by VISAR [15] (Velocity Interferometer System for Any Reflector) or DISAR [16] (Displacement 
Interferometer System for Any Reflector) in gas-gun experiments. In this paper, one type of GDI made of 15 
compositions of Mg-Cu material system is given by using the theoretical analysis and numerical computation to 
study the physical process of bismuth unloading solidification. The GDI material density of each layer changes 
according to the second power, and impact 1.5 mm bismuth sample and 10 mm LiF window. The highest im-
pedance of the GDI is 100% copper, the lowest impedance is 100% magnesium, and the middle part is the mix-
ture of Mg-Cu material system with different mass percent. From magnesium to copper, the density of impactor 
changes according to the relationship ρ = ρ0 + Axp, and p = 2, ρ0 = 1.74 g/cm3, A = 1.629 (g/cm3)/mm3. The first 
layer of material copper with the thickness of 0.4mm impacts directly bismuth, the thickness of the remaining 14 
layers is 0.15 mm for each one. Then the total thickness of GDI is 2.5 mm. 

In our numerical simulation, we set the initial impact velocity of GDI as 1.2 km/s. In order to analyze the 
physical state of bismuth sample, we give the pressure and particle velocity history profiles at four characteristic 
positions which are the impacted surface, 1/3 from the impacted surface, 2/3 from the impacted surface and in-
terface between bismuth and LiF window respectively. At the same time, because of the use of phase transfor-
mation kinetics model for the entire process, the phase diagram shows the positions of 2/3 from the impacted 
surface and the interface between bismuth and LiF window, and the corresponding states of thermodynamic path. 
Figure 4 shows the pressure and particle velocity history at four positions in bismuth sample when the GDI im-
pacts bismuth with 1.5 mm thick and LiF with 10 mm thick at 1.2 km/s. We can see that the width of first step of 
pressure and velocity profile decreased, and the particle velocity of four locations in bismuth sample increased 
significantly. The lower initial impact velocity caused the lower pressure on shock front and velocity on 
impacted surface. The reason causing the first phenomenon is that the impedance of the first layer of GDI with 
0.4 mm copper is the highest, other layers have the same thickness of 0.15 mm and their impedance decreases 
gradually, the continuous unloading of rarefaction wave makes the shock front to narrow gradually, the front 
pressure at the position of 2/3 from impacted surface will be lower than the ones at impacted surface. For the 
second phenomenon, the reason is that the impedance of LiF window is smaller than bismuth, and an unloading 
wave propagates into the bismuth sample continuously, and causes the pressure at the internal position of bis-
muth where the unloading wave arrives decreasing quickly and the particle velocity increasing. Figure 5 shows 
thermodynamic state, the unloading path beginning with the corresponding state and the mass composition of li- 
quid phase at the two characteristic positions within the sample. In our calculated results, it is shown that the the 

 

 
Figure 3. A configuration of the experimental device of unloading 
solidification of bismuth loaded by a graded density impactor.      
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(a)                                                       (b) 

Figure 4. Pressure and particle velocity profiles at four positions in bismuth sample when initial im-
pact velocity of 1.2 km/s.                                                               

 

    
(a)                                                       (b) 

Figure 5. Calculation gives the thermodynamic state and unloading path of the two characteristic positions in phase 
diagram.                                                                                        

 
unloading solidification of bismuth is achieved at the position of bismuth and LiF window, and the unloading 
path H → J → K → L finally intersects with the abnormal melting curve again. It is can not be realiazed for un-
loading solidification along the unloading path E → F → G at at the position of 2/3 from the impacted surface. 
From the Figure 5(a), we can see that the unloaded state (state H) of the interface between bismuth and LiF 
window does not locate on shock Hugoniot line (shown in Figure 5(a)). The unloading path along H → J and 
state J with pressure 6.40 GPa and temperature 868K lie in solid-liquid mixing region. When the pressure and 
temperature reduce to 4.05 GPa and 618 K (state K), the solid bismuth in mixing region completely melted. The 
next unloading is carried out in liquid phase. When the pressure and temperature reduce to 0.53GPa and 522 K 
(state L), the unloading line intersects with the solid-liquid melting ling again. We finally see that the latest 
unloading solidification appears in mixing phase, which is shown as the black line in Figure 5(b). For the 
another position of 2/3 from the impacted surface, the state E with pressure 19.45 GPa and temperature 1420 K 
locates on the solid shock Hugoniot line. The state F along with unloading path E → F lies in solid-liquid mix-
ing region with pressure 11.97 GPa and temperature 1251 K. Then the unloading-melting in mixing phase ap-
peared. When the pressure and temperature reduce to 5.67 GPa and 804.2 K (state G), the solid bismuth in mix-
ing region completely melted. Subsequently, the latest unloading is carried out in liquid phase. This is evident 
from calculation of the liquid phase mass fraction (red line in Figure 5(b)). It is obvious that the unloading 
solidification cannot be achieved at the internal position of 2/3 from the impacted surface at the initial impact 
velocity 1.2 km/s of GDI. 

In addition, another approach, which is the impact melt of solid bismuth and subsequent unloading solidifi- 
cation in liquid region and the initial impact velocity of GDI is set as 2.5 km/s and 1.8 km/s, is analyzed numeri- 
cally. Figure 6 shows the calculated thermodynamic state and path of two characteristic positions in phase dia-  
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Figure 6. Calculation gives the thermodynamic state and unload-
ing path of the two characteristic positions in phase diagram.       

 
gram at two loading speeds. We found that the unloading path in bismuth will not intersect with the melting line, 
and the unloading solidification physics process cannot be appeared. 

4. Conclusion 
In conclusion, our investigation demonstrates that bismuth may be resolidificated under unloading due to its ab-
normal melting characteristics, and an approach was found to achieve the physical process successfully. A more 
reasonable high-pressure solid equation of state of the fifth phase bismuth is introduced in our calculations. One 
type of GDI made of 15 compositions of Mg-Cu material system is designed as the driving flier. The pressure 
and particle velocity history profiles of impacted surface, 1/3 from the impacted surface, 2/3 from the impacted 
surface and the interface between bismuth and LiF window are detailedly analyzed. We identify the thermody-
namic state and unloading path of the impacted surface and interface between bismuth and LiF window in phase 
diagram. Although we found the realization of the physical process of one possible way, but considering the li-
mitation of the abnormal melting region, it still faces many technical difficulties for measuring the process in 
experiments actually. 
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